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“Don Juan assured me that it was an energetic fact that the possibility of 

journeying to any of those worlds, or to all of them, is the heritage of 
every human being. He said that those worlds were there for the asking, as 
questions are sometimes begging to be asked, and that all that a sorcerer 
or a human being needed to reach them was to intend the movement...”  

- Carlos Castaneda, the Teachings of Don Juan 
 
THE UNIVERSE speaks to us and unravels its intimate 
secrets in the language of traversable dimensionality and 
vibration, all held into place by a boundless singularity of 
consciousness shared between all beings, animal, human, or 
otherwise. Enfolded within our very nature exists the means 
to shift our consciousness, our vibration, and make contact 
with astral and alien realms which exist within higher or lower 
dimensions of consciousness of which the physical Universe 
is a vast dense vibratory emanation of the deeper thought 
systems of cosmic mind. All of evolution, and each conscious 
explorer, is in the process of a conquest of dimensionality. 
            All of existence is the shockwave and expression of a 
primordial “divine” (so far as the word goes, as it only points 
to higher echelons) mind, dimensional emanations of a 
mystery at the center of it all which some may call God. Many 
of us have outgrown this language and its religious 
anthropomorphic trappings, and might rather prefer the term 
“Universal Consciousness”, or the Tao that cannot be named. 
            One has no doubt had experiences with it, or aspects 
of it, or with different vibrations of mental acuity. Whether 
it’s directly accessing higher states of consciousness while 
sober, or a psychedelic trip, which has been the case for many 
of us, one perturbs the normal state of conscious thought and 
expands it so that the astral may be interacted with, and the 
astral exists beyond the 3rd dimension. It is a less dense series 
of dimensions held into place by the higher echelons of 
cosmic thought. Although average human consciousness is 
generally stuck within its own sensorium, and the normal 



goings on of ordinary thought process, many of us have had 
experiences where this interphases with higher modes of 
being, expanded consciousness, strange mind localities, and 
intrusions upon the astral, or higher dimensions of cosmic 
mind. Each of us is a vector and individual parcel of this 
cosmic mind. Being so, we have the means to traverse, as far 
as we are able, the states of mind which are also of the 
intimate structure of all existence. 
            We have become as a modern people very calloused 
to the sensing and witnessing of these extra dimensions 
found just beyond the consensual reality, and have set up a 
dense camp at the edge of where ordinary consciousness ends 
and extra-dimensional consciousness begins. Other societies 
still existing today are not so calloused, for example, the 
indigenous and ayahuasca-using peoples of the Amazon 
jungle. For them, the interacting with these extra dimensions 
is an assumed part of daily life and experience. 

Your nationality, your race, your gender, your wealth, 
your status in society, your ego identity, these are all 
extraneous to the center primacy of unbounded 
consciousness. None of these things will last. None of them 
are meant to. While alive, however, many magicians will gear 
their operations towards the empowerment of these things, 
although all are destined for death and rot. This is what has 
historically been called black magick. To gear your aspirations 
to the accepting, integration, and exploring of higher 
dimensions, and improving the quality of your consciousness, 
and meeting with enlightened astral beings, this might be 
considered white magick in the past or maybe octarine 
magick these days. One is not inherently better than the 
other, depending on your circumstances. In poorer countries, 
black magick is the norm, as everyone is scrambling to merely 
survive. When your basic human needs are met, one has the 
liberty to reach into magick which is primarily about 
consciousness expansion. 
            Those who are psychologically trapped in the 
Christian paradigm are some of the saddest magicians I’ve 



ever seen. The paradigm sets up a conflict or war between 
“good” or “light” astral entities and “bad” or “dark” astral 
entities, which magicians then align themselves with. In a 
sense, there are no good or bad astral entities, (although some 
are predatory in nature, likewise, a jaguar wouldn’t be called 
‘bad’ because of its nature.) just higher and lower, which 
equates to the energetic vibration of the entities. The astral 
realms are filled with intelligences and beings, and astral 
animals, and predators, and strong positive and negative 
entities, and everything in-between. They are exactly aligned 
with the level of universal consciousness they are currently 
incarnate within. One may contact things “like” Satan or 
Christ or Krishna, as these exist as archetypal avatars within 
the astral realm, but there are zillions of these archetypal 
avatars out there, as the astral is even vaster than the physical 
Universe, and contains all things you can conceive of, and all 
things you cannot conceive of, within its reaches. The 
Christian dichotomy of Christ/God and Satan, and of dark 
and light forces struggling for dominance, is a very small 
region of thought within the vistas of the astral. All beings are 
merely evolving. Those who find themselves locked into this 
human-derived game, an incredibly small location for minds 
to occupy, are fools, and quite literally selling themselves 
short, all chained within the mythological echoes of a pre-
literate desert religion. In context, it is a tremendously small-
minded platform to operate from. 
            It is completely understandable, however, if your first 
experiences with spirituality and cosmic mind were the 
archaic ghost stories of this particular religion, drilled into the 
minds of certain youths so that it became predominant within 
their fledgling consciousness, and they suddenly begin to see 
everything within its limiting context. The same can be said 
for others born in different countries under the banners of 
their own ancient systems of religion, belief, and 
indoctrination. It was known long ago that if you get them 
while they’re young, if you can twist their innocent paradigm 
and have it match your own, you’ll have them for their entire 



lives, unless they reach their hands through the confines of 
the cultural cage to grope and manipulate the control panels, 
and see all of reality for the gigantic thing it is. 
            Even if it’s only 1% of the world population, if they 
discarded their cultural trappings and upbringings, and start 
to see things in a cosmic mind or astral sense, it serves the 
elongated aims of the DKMU for ultimately facilitating more 
magick in the world, and giving the “touched” people, of 
which there are many, an easier time of it. 

We exist in a Universe/Multiverse beaming with 
physical and non-physical intelligences, literally bursting at the 
seams with them. We are left saturated and curious as parcels 
in the unbounded consciousness of a Universe which has set 
up an elegant puzzle for us, indeed, for all sentient beings 
which might exist out there amidst the cosmos. One part of 
this puzzle is science; the other part of it is the science of 
consciousness. For extraterrestrial civilizations capable of 
travel from one star-system to another, I would guess, the 
two have long intermingled. To be an occultist and work 
magick, then, isn’t something of the stuffy and secretive 
occult orders of yesterday, it’s no longer in their hands. The 
occult isn’t really occult anymore, it is not hidden, and all the 
occult ever prescribed was techniques and philosophies to 
contact and interact with other planes of existence - other 
dimensions - and the entities which dwell therein, which are 
accessible to all of us, given the right intent, the right 
protocols, and the Will to reach them. 

One might do this by setting up a ritual space; a 
segmented portion of reality which you have direct control 
over, a microcosm of willed intention, with you at the center 
of it. Some shamans and spiritual explorers do this by making 
the ritual or tripping space the Axis Mundi - the center of the 
world for so long as it lasts - by incantation or intent or icaro, 
etc. When in ritual or tripping space, or sometimes out in the 
world, you become the center of the mandala, card one; the 
Magician, and all of the sublime ecstasies and perils that come 
along with that will be yours. 



One aim of the DKMU is to make more of the world 
like a constant ritual space. No longer a sectioned off parcel 
of the larger reality, we seek to make all locations like the 
ritual space by virtue of transforming mundane spaces into 
magickal spaces. How is this to be done? The most popular 
technique in the DKMU is the tagging or astral tagging of the 
Linking Sigil in domains of sleeping power or mythological or 
historical or haunted or weird locations. We have it on good 
word from Arjil, the designer of the Linking Sigil, that the 
entity called Ellis is a fairly recent and young astral entity 
which may be contacted through ritual or otherwise. The rest 
of the DKMU Godforms may in fact be modern masks, or 
calling-cards, for much older astral archetypal avatars, some 
perhaps a combination of archetypes all coming through the 
singular form of a specific sigil. Contacting these conscious 
astral archetypes, whether by evocation or invocation, or 
transvocation, and meeting with them may result in any 
number of strange experiences, initiations, and mind-states 
which may last for hours, days, weeks, months, or years. 

Knowing that the astral is teeming with life and 
consciousness, one should also entertain the idea of 
contacting other cultural archetypes, presenting yourself as an 
ambassador to the astral realms, and making peaceful contact. 
Those practitioners who only use the DKMU Godforms, or 
if it was their first exposure to entity contact, are missing out 
on a great deal. Once you understand the astral as a series of 
traversable dimensions accessible by consciousness, and 
largely outside of the dimension of time, you can begin to 
appreciate the environment that these entities evolved in. 
There are many that have vast intellects and highly evolved 
energy systems and they see human civilization as exactly 
what it is: a struggle from the violent ape mentality and 
upwards in a frantic reach to escape self-wrought catastrophe. 
I would bet that we are just one of many sentient species 
across the cosmos who find themselves at Type-0 
civilizations (still engaged in tribal wars, still burning coal and 
oil) who are attempting to transition into Type-1, and beyond. 



   There are multiple cultural maps and schemas from 
around the world which attempt to chart out the dimensions 
of existence. They all come with their own dogma, and you 
can either buy into them or not, but one must always 
consider that the map is never the territory. Some of the most 
recent maps are scientific; the growing dimensions of String 
Theory and others, but they say nothing of their experiential 
traversability, or how they relate to mind. The science of 
consciousness is slow to build, and we are likely still a long 
time away as a Western reductionist materialist civilization 
from really grappling with its topology, insights, and 
tremendous metaphysical consequences.  

How does one go about making contact with these 
realms and entities? Sometimes they come to you without 
warning, as was the experience of Philip K. Dick and others. 
They do not only interact with the realm of thought, but our 
biological senses as well, and primarily through the faculty of 
vision. Sometimes it’s something fairly ignorable, like an 
inexplicable dot of light which flashes before you which may 
be of any color. This has happened to me numerous times 
during or after ritual, and sometimes when I am not in any 
magickal space whatsoever, or so it seemed. This is more 
common at night when you can actually see them flashing in 
the dark. Take note of this when it happens, as you may be in 
the midst of contact. Make use of video recorders if possible 
if you want to prove to yourself that it’s not just a trick of the 
mind, and perhaps a real inter-dimensional phenomenon 
which results in flashes of physical recordable light. This may 
be an entity coming through the astral gap and switching on 
noticeable energetic phenomenon in the physical. Sometimes 
it’s much more than a flash of light, and some have reported 
seeing ethereal beings of numerous shapes and colors 
whether in ritual space or not, for as long as they last. 

By yourself or with a group of practitioners, consider 
taking treks out into dense forest or countryside or where 
inexplicable sightings of orbs or UFOs and other strange 
things are known to occur, open your mind to new 



experience, perform a ritual for the purpose of making 
peaceful contact with extra-dimensional entities, and bring 
recording equipment. If you cannot do this kind of field 
work, you may perform the ritual at home and go your own 
way, with or without recording equipment. In the end, you 
don’t have to prove anything to anyone else, as your own 
immediate experience will be good enough, though some 
recorded evidence may only serve to reinforce your belief and 
convictions. 

A caution serves here. As mentioned before, there are 
certainly astral entities which are negative, dark, or, more 
rarely, what some might call “demonic”, just as there are 
angelic-like entities, and everything in-between and beyond. 
As an essentially astral being yourself, though you inhabit a 
physical body, know that they cannot permanently harm you 
in any real sense. They can, however, just like the positive 
ones, engineer or persuade mental states within you, and lead 
you on a path. If you are worried about this, a clearly 
intended banishing ritual will suffice to ward off any 
unwanted energy or influence. Others might use smudging, or 
other means to cause a banishing. 

One of my OOBEs (out of many) presented me with 
contact of what I perceived as a dark, negative, even demonic 
entity. I had been having OOBEs at least once a month at the 
time. One day, I decided to take a nap on the downstairs 
couch and initiate an OOBE by use of meditation and 
visualization. Nobody was home at the time, as I was living 
with my parents back then. I recall projecting out into the 
room after my brain and body had reached Theta level 
activity. I perceived myself as a consciousness in a field of 
black emptiness. I “rolled” out into the room as an astral 
body, and instantly went to my first checkpoint whenever I 
manage an OOBE, the mirror, so as to perceive my energy-
state. There was a small mirror in the living room at the time, 
but this time, when I looked into the mirror I saw a menacing 
face staring at me, standing behind me, its face in the mirror. 
I turned around and asked it, “Friend or foe?” The entity 



seemed to be dressed in counter-culture or punk clothing, a 
lot of leather and a lot of spikes; tall, and with piercing yellow 
eyes. After hearing my question, it merely shook its head, as 
to disregard the question entirely. It was giving off a nasty 
vibration, so I decided to attack it. As soon as I planted a fist 
into its side, its rib cage opened up like a toothy jaw and 
clamped down on my arm. It shocked me enough to make 
me wake up, and I was back in the downstairs living room. 
This encounter troubled me for several weeks, and after 
talking with somebody online, they advised me to make a 
protective servitor in order to ward me against any unwanted 
entities. He suggested it be a tiger. So, that’s what I conceived 
of. The next time I had an OOBE, this time in my room 
upstairs, I saw an astral tiger patrolling the grounds of where 
my encounter with the negative entity occurred. 

Sometimes - most times, actually - astral entities will 
only show themselves and interact through your attuned 
energetic frequency of mind, which has many varying locales. 
They may communicate with you through ritual space, 
dreams, psychedelics, or daily waking consciousness. Many 
practitioners who have made contact with the DKMU 
Godforms, for example, describe lengthy lessons and 
communications and shifts in their daily routines, depending 
on the type of communication had. Any such contact is a 
matter of tuning your mental frequency into extra-
dimensionality, reaching beyond the confines of 3d space-
time, and sending out a clear intention of coherent thought to 
the intelligences which reside beyond. As with everything, 
some people will be better at doing this than others. Talent 
and sensitivity are definitely variables, though some 
practitioners are very good at a number of different things, 
and might have never had a convincing contact experience 
with the denizens of the astral. If contacting them during 
waking or altered consciousness isn’t your thing, you might 
try the techniques of Lucid Dreaming and Out of Body 
Experience. But usually, even if you don’t notice it at first, if 
you make the right call, there will be some kind of answer. 


